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Solve an equation

8 × #
#$
= ___

Examples
• Computation with the four operations
• Expression of answers in simplest form

8
12

=
?
3



Write an equation that goes with the story

Twelve kids share 8 sandwiches. How 
much does each child get if the 
sandwiches are shared equally?

8 ÷ 12 = ___



Write an equation to show a strategy or a part of 
the strategy for a story problem
• To explore children’s “budding” understanding of fraction

relationships



Diego

Ms. Wilbern’s 4th grade class  Twelve kids share 8 sandwiches. How much 
does each child get if the sandwiches are shared equally?



Ms. Wilbern’s 4th grade class  Twelve kids share 8 sandwiches. How much 
does each child get if the sandwiches are shared equally?



Write an equation to show a strategy or a part of 
the strategy

1/12 + 1/12 + 1/12 + 1/12 + 1/12 + 1/12 + 1/12 + 1/12 = 8/12

12 × 1/8 = 8/12

Follow up equations showing 
parts of Diego’s strategy



Maddie (grade 3): A chef is making pizzas. Each pizza takes  
1/4 cup of pineapple. How many cups of pineapple will the chef 
need in order to make 10 pizzas?



Maddie (grade 3): A chef is making pizzas. Each pizza takes  
1/4 cup of pineapple. How many cups of pineapple will the chef 
need in order to make 10 pizzas?

Talk about Maddie’s 
strategy and 
understandings.

Think about what “budding” 
understandings about 
fraction relationships might 
be interesting to explore 
with equations.



Maddie (grade 3): A chef is making pizzas. Each pizza takes  
1/4 cup of pineapple. How many cups of pineapple will the chef 
need in order to make 10 pizzas?



Maddie (grade 3): A chef is making pizzas. Each pizza takes  
1/4 cup of pineapple. How many cups of pineapple will the chef 
need in order to make 10 pizzas?

1 = 1/4 + 1/4…       

1/4 + 1/4 = 2/4

1/4 + 1/4 + ___ = 1

2 + 2/4 = ___        

What fraction 
relationships is 
Maddie grappling 
with?  

Unit fractions as 
building blocks for 
non-unit fractions

Meaning of mixed 
numbers

“One” as a grouping of 
same-size unit fractions 



Maddie (grade 3): A chef is making pizzas. Each pizza takes  
1/4 cup of pineapple. How many cups of pineapple will the chef 
need in order to make 10 pizzas?

1 = 1/4 + 1/4…       
“Can you finish that number 
sentence?”

1/4 + 1/4 = 2/4
“Could you write that number 
sentence down to remember what 
you just said?”

1/4 + 1/4 + ___ = 1
“What would go on that line to make 
that true?”

2 + 2/4 = ___       
“Do you know what that would be?”

Equation Author

Equation Form
• Open number & true/false
• Location of the equal sign



FRACTION
RELATIONSHIPS

“One” as a grouping 
of same-size unit 

fractions

Unit fractions as 
building blocks for 
non-unit fractions

Meaning of 
mixed 

numbers

Maddie
1 = 1/4 + 1/4 +…

1/4 + 1/4 +__ = 1
1/4 + 1/4 = 2/4 2 + 2/4= 2 2/4

• Can target relationships linked to only part of the strategy

• Can pose even seemingly obvious equations

• Vary the equation author — you, the child, both

• Vary the equation form
o Open number as well as true/false
o Location of the equal sign



Angel (grade 4): 4 children in art class will need to share 3 packages 
of clay so that everyone gets the same amount. How much clay can 
each child have?



Angel (grade 4): 4 children in art class will need to share 3 packages 
of clay so that everyone gets the same amount. How much clay can 
each child have?

Talk about Angel’s strategy and understandings.

Think about what “budding” understandings about fraction 
relationships might be interesting to explore with equations.



Angel (grade 4): 4 children in art class will need to share 3 packages 
of clay so that everyone gets the same amount. How much clay can 
each child have?



Angel (grade 4): 4 children in art class will need to share 3 packages 
of clay so that everyone gets the same amount. How much clay can 
each child have?

3/4 = 1/4 + 1/4 + ___ 

1/4 + 1/4 + 1/4 + ___ = 1

What fraction 
relationships is Angel 
grappling with?  

Unit fractions as 
building blocks for 
non-unit fractions

What did Angel say that 
might have led the 
teacher to pose the 
first equation?

“One” as a 
grouping of 
same-size unit 
fractions 



Angel (grade 4): 4 children in art class will need to share 3 packages 
of clay so that everyone gets the same amount. How much clay can 
each child have?

3/4 = 1/4 + 1/4 + ___       
Unit fractions as 
building blocks for 
non-unit fractions

A:  They each got three of the fourths. …
T:  How much of that first bar of clay does everyone get?
A:  One fourth
…
T: If each person gets one fourth from each of those 3 bars of clay 

you said then they get a total of 3 fourths….Let me mess around 
with a number sentence that you are thinking about and see if you 
agree with this. So you are saying that the three fourths that they 
got was a collection of one fourth plus one fourth plus—what 
would go in that box to make that true? That three fourths is the 
same as one fourth plus one fourth plus? 



FRACTION
RELATIONSHIPS

“One” as a grouping 
of same-size unit 

fractions

Unit fractions as 
building blocks for 
non-unit fractions

Meaning of 
mixed numbers

Maddie
1 = 1/4 + 1/4 +…

1/4 + 1/4 + __ = 1
1/4 + 1/4 = 2/4 2 + 2/4 = 2 2/4

Angel 1/4+1/4+1/4+__=1 3/4=1/4+1/4+ __



Alice (grade 3): 8 friends were at a restaurant with their parents. 
The friends decided to all eat burritos. They ordered 5 of the 
macho burritos to share equally. How much will each friend get?



Alice (grade 3): 8 friends were at a restaurant with their parents. 
The friends decided to all eat burritos. They ordered 5 of the 
macho burritos to share equally. How much will each friend get?

Talk about Alice’s strategy and understandings.



Alice (grade 3): 8 friends were at a restaurant with their parents. 
The friends decided to all eat burritos. They ordered 5 of the 
macho burritos to share equally. How much will each friend get?



Alice (grade 3): 8 friends were at a restaurant with their parents. 
The friends decided to all eat burritos. They ordered 5 of the 
macho burritos to share equally. How much will each friend get?

New kind of 
relationship:

Equivalence as  a 
relationship between 
unit fractions

What did Alice say 
that might have led 
the teacher to 
pose this 
equation?



Alice (grade 3): 8 friends were at a restaurant with their parents. The 
friends decided to all eat burritos. They ordered 5 of the macho burritos 
to share equally. How much will each friend get?

Alice’s Answer: “Each friend would get one half and one eighth”
T:  What’s bigger—one half of a burrito or one eighth of a burrito? 
A:  I think one half because if you split it one time, it will be bigger pieces. But if 

you split it a bunch of times, it gets smaller and smaller.
T: So eighths are smaller than halves? [agrees] How many eighths would you 

need to have half of a burrito?
A:  [long pause] I think four because four is half of eight.
T:  Four is half of eight. So can I write something down there right now that you 

are thinking about, and see if you agree with it? [agrees] So to have one half, 
you would need how many of these guys? Can you finish that equation off? 
One half would be the same as one eighth plus? What       
else would you need to add to that number sentence to       
make it true—what you just thought about?

…So is that kind of what you were saying—you would 
need four of these little one eighths to make one of the 
one halves? [agrees] 



FRACTION
RELATIONSHIPS

“One” as a 
grouping of  

same-size unit 
fractions

Unit fractions 
as building 

blocks for non-
unit fractions

Meaning of 
mixed 

numbers

Equivalence as 
a relationship 
between unit 

fractions

Maddie
1=1/4+1/4+…

1/4+1/4+__=1
1/4+1/4=2/4 2+2/4=2 2/4

Angel 1/4+1/4+1/4+__=1 3/4=1/4+1/4+ __

Alice 1/2=1/8+1/8+…



Alice (grade 3): 8 friends were at a restaurant with their parents. 
The friends decided to all eat burritos. They ordered 5 of the 
macho burritos to share equally. How much will each friend get?

vs



Charlize (grade 3):  If you had 5/8 of a bar of clay and then you were 
given 2 4/8 bars of clay, how many bars of clay would you have then?



Charlize (grade 3):  If you had 5/8 of a bar of clay and then you were 
given 2 4/8 bars of clay, how many bars of clay would you have then?

Meaning of mixed numbers

Unit fractions as building blocks 
for non-unit fractions

“One” as a grouping of 
same-size unit fractions 

Other?

Equivalence as a relationship 
between unit fractions

Your turn!  What equations might you pose to 
explore Charlize’s ”budding” understandings 
about fraction relationships?       



Charlize (grade 3):  If you had 5/8 of a bar of clay and then you were 
given 2 4/8 bars of clay, how many bars of clay would you have then?

Meaning of mixed 
numbers

3 1/8 = 3 + 1/8 (T/F)

___ = 1/8 + 1 + 1 + 1

Unit fractions as building blocks 
for non-unit fractions

5/8 = ___ x 1/8

5 x 1/8 = 1/8 + 1/8 + 1/8 + 1/8 + 1/8 (T/F)

3/8 + ___ = 4/8  

“One” as a grouping of same-size 
unit fractions 

1 = 1/8 + 1/8 + 1/8 + 1/8 + 1/8 + ___

5/8 + ___ = 1



Divine (grade 5):  It takes 1/5 of a gallon to paint 1 doghouse. How 
many doghouses can you paint with 4 3/5 gallons of paint?



Divine (grade 5):  It takes 1/5 of a gallon to paint 1 doghouse. How 
many doghouses can you paint with 4 3/5 gallons of paint?

Meaning of mixed numbers
Unit fractions as building blocks for non-unit fractions

“One” as a grouping of same-size unit fractions 

Other?

Equivalence as a relationship between unit fractions

Your turn!  What equations might you pose to 
explore Divine’s ”budding” understandings about 
fraction relationships?       



Divine (grade 5):  It takes 1/5 of a gallon to paint 1 doghouse. How 
many doghouses can you paint with 4 3/5 gallons of paint?

Meaning of 
mixed numbers
4 3/5 = 43/5 (T/F)

Unit fractions as building 
blocks for non-unit fractions
3 x 1/5 = 1/5 + 1/5 + 1/5 + 1/5 (T/F)
3 x ___ = 1/5 + 1/5 + 1/5 

“One” as a grouping of same-
size unit fractions 
5/5 = 1/5 + 1/5+ 1/5 + 1/5 + 1/5 (T/F)
5/5 = 5 x 1/5 (T/F)

1 = ___ x 1/5



When should we use equations 
to explore fraction relationships?

• Wait until children are comfortable using pictures to
solve a variety of fraction story problems

• Wait until children generate fractions in words and
notation when solving fraction story problems before
using those fractions in equations

• Begin with familiar unit fractions (e.g., 1/2, 1/4, 1/3)



Brynn (grade 4):  There are 5 cheeseburgers at a cookout, and there are 
8 children who are planning on sharing those cheeseburgers. If they all 
share those cheeseburgers equally, how much could each child have? 



Brynn (grade 4):  There are 5 cheeseburgers at a cookout, and there are 8 
children who are planning on sharing those cheeseburgers. If they all share 
those cheeseburgers equally, how much could each child have? 



Take Aways
Write an equation to show a strategy or part of a 
strategy for a story problem

Write an equation that goes with a story problem

Solve a stand alone equation



Try it! Pose equations based on children’s 
“budding” understandings about fraction 
relationships that arise during problem solving.
• Watch for & listen to children’s ideas
• Target foundational fraction relationships
• Pose even seemingly obvious equations
• Start slow…discuss a single equation!

Take Aways

QUESTIONS?

HANDOUTS
https://tinyurl.com/Fraction-Equations-1
https://tinyurl.com/Fraction-Equations-2

https://tinyurl.com/Fraction-Equations-1
https://tinyurl.com/Fraction-Equations-2

